
LARRI: A LANGUAGE-BASEDMAINTENANCEAND REPAIR ASSISTANTDan BohusCarnegie Mellon UniversityPittsburgh, PA, 15213dbohus�s.mu.eduAlexander RudnikyCarnegie Mellon UniversityPittsburgh, PA, 15213air�s.mu.eduAbstrat LARRI (Language-based Agent for Retrieval of Repair Information)is a dialog-based system for support of maintenane and repair do-mains, haraterized by large amounts of doumentation and by pro-edural information. LARRI is based on an arhiteture developed byCarnegie Mellon University for the DARPA Communiator programand is integrated with a wearable omputer system developed by theWearable Computing group at Carnegie Mellon University. LARRIadapts a dialog-management arhiteture developed and optimized fora telephone-based problem solving task (travel planning), and appliesit to a very di�erent domain|airraft maintenane. The system wastaken on a �eld trial on two oasions where it was used by profes-sional airraft mehanis. We found that our arhiteture, AGENDA,extended readily to a multi-modal and multi-media framework. At thesame time we found that assumptions that were reasonable in a serviesdomain turn out to be inappropriate for a maintenane domain. Apartfrom the need to manage integration between input modes and outputmodalities, we found that the system needed to support multiple at-egories of tasks and that a di�erent balane between user and systemgoals was required. A signi�ant problem in the maintenane domainis the need to assimilate and make available for language proessingappropriate domain information.Keywords: Multi-modal systems, maintenane and repair domain, task representa-tion, �eld trials 1



2IntrodutionLARRI (the Language-based Agent for Retrieval of Repair Informa-tion) is a dialog-based system for support of maintenane and repairativities for airraft mehanis. LARRI is based on an arhiteture de-veloped by Carnegie Mellon University for the DARPA Communiatorprogram and is integrated with a wearable omputer system obtainedfrom the Wearable Computing group at CMU (see, e.g., Smailagi et al.,2001).LARRI is interesting in that it takes a dialog-management arhite-ture developed and optimized for a telephone-based problem-solving task(travel planning), and applies it to a very di�erent domain - airraftmaintenane. On the positive side, we found that our arhiteture,AGENDA (Rudniky et al., 2000;Xu and Rudniky, 2000), extendedreadily to a multi-modal and multi-media framework. At the same timewe found that ertain assumptions built into the system that were rea-sonable in a servies domain turn out to be inappropriate for a main-tenane domain. For example, the time-sale of ativity in the mainte-nane domain is signi�antly di�erent. In the travel-planning senariothe primary goal is to help the user rapidly �nd a satisfatory solution.In the maintenane domain, rapid and aurate solution is no longer themain goal; rather, aurate task exeution and easy aess to relevantmaintenane-related information are the main goals. Moreover the sys-tem needs to provide two di�erent usage modes: browsing and guidane.In the former, the user expets to be able to searh for information andexamine proedures; in the latter, the user and the system need to oop-eratively arry out the step sequene assoiated with a given proedure.In both ases the underlying domain knowledge is the same, implying aneed for a learer separation between task and dialog representations.We ontinue by desribing LARRI's apabilities and funtionality,based on a sample interation with the system. Subsequently, Setion 2presents the arhitetural and implementational details behind the var-ious system omponents. In Setion 3 we desribe a �eld study with USNavy F/A-18 mehanis, and disuss our urrent and planned future ef-forts for improving the LARRI system, in light of the feedbak obtainedduring these �eld trials. Finally, Setion 4 onludes the paper.1. LARRI: System desriptionLARRI (Language-based Agent for Retrieval of Repair Information)is a multi-modal system for support of maintenane and repair ativitiesfor airraft mehanis. The system implements a Level 4/5 IETM (In-terative Eletroni Tehnial Manual) (iet, 2000), that is, semantially-



LARRI: A Language-based Maintenane and Repair Assistant 3annotated doumentation. While the use of suh doumentation is noturrently widespread, it represents the next step in the evolution ofdoumentation for omplex systems, partiularly military ones. LARRIexplores the potential integration between language-based interfaes andsuh materials.LARRI integrates a graphial user interfae for easy visualization ofdense tehnial information (i.e. instrutions, video-streams, anima-tions, annotations) with a spoken dialog system that failitates informa-tion aess and o�ers task guidane and mentoring in this environment.The graphial interfae (illustrated in Figure 1) is aessible via a head-worn display onneted to a wearable lient omputer. A rotary mouse(dial) provides diret aess to the GUI elements.The natural language spoken-dialog omponent enhanes GUI fun-tionality (whih provides only for simple seletion), with support fornatural language ommands and for diret information aess. The pre-ponderane of hands- and eyes-busy situations in this domain makesnatural language dialog a very attrative interation modality. Commu-

Figure 1. LARRI's Graphial User Interfae



4 1 L: Hi, this is LARRI. State your name please Login phase2 U: Hi, my name is John Doe Pro�le retrieval3 L: Hello John Doe. Before you start on yoursheduled work, we need you to finish anurgent task4 U: OK5 L: Let's reprioritize your shedule: first you Task listwill perform the INS Ground Initiated BIT negotiationTest on plane 301. You last performed thistask 3 months ago. Is that orret ?6 U: Yes, that's right7 L: Then you will do the BXF radar hek on plane304. You last performed this task 2 weeks ago.Is that orret ?8 U: AÆrmative9 L: When you are ready to start working on the INSBit Test, please say ready to work10 U: Ready to work... ... ... System presents... ... ... task summary11 L: Step A: On RDDI press and release the Task guidaneMENU pushbutton swith until HSI pushbutton (Step exeution)swith option appears12 U: Done13 L: Does the RDDI menu display the HSI ? Outomeveri�ation14 U: AÆrmative15 L: Step B: Now press the HSI pushbutton swith16 U: Ok. RDDI displays the HSI17 L: Ok. Step C: Press the DATA pushbutton swith18 U: <long timeout>19 L: Did you push the DATA pushbutton ? Statelari�ation20 U: Yes, I just did21 L: Does the RDDI display DATA option display with Outome verif.the WYPT option boxed ?22 U: Yes23 L: Ok. Step D: Selet WYPT 024 U: Okay. WPT is 0 and the latitude is loal25 L: Good. Skipping to step J. On RDDI press Branh onand release MENU pushbutton swith until BIT outomepushbutton swith option appears.26 L: ... ... ... Figure 2. A sample interation with LARRI



LARRI: A Language-based Maintenane and Repair Assistant 5niation beomes possible in parallel with manual work, and unwieldyinterfae devies (suh as keyboards) an be eliminated. The use of natu-ral language also provides opportunities for inreased eÆieny and exi-bility: the user an interat with the system both on a simple ommandlevel (manipulating the GUI or simply stepping through a proedure)and on a goal-oriented level (where the user desribes desired end-statesand the system translates these into the orresponding ommand se-quenes). Furthermore, evidene from areas suh as intelligent trainingand tutoring systems indiates that the use of speeh and sound to on-vey information improves learner/user performane (Goodman, 1993).Figure 2 illustrates a sample interation with LARRI. Both the user(U:) and system utteranes (L:) are presented, together with annota-tions on the right-hand side desribing some spei� system behaviorsassoiated with those turns.The LARRI senario onsists of a login phase, followed by the aidedexeution of several tasks and �nally a logout phase. One the user iden-ti�es himself, LARRI will retrieve the user's pro�le and urrent shedulefrom a bakend agent (turns 1-2). Subsequently the shedule is displayedand LARRI engages in a negotiation/on�rmation dialog to establish thetasks for the urrent session (turns 3-8). One the login phase is om-pleted, the system retrieves from the bakend the set of maintenanetasks assigned to the user, and presents a brief summary of the state ofthe urrent task (in ase it was left inomplete).The typial maintenane task onsists of a sequene of steps, whihare to be performed by the airraft maintainer in a ertain order. Thelarge majority of the steps (basi steps) ontain a set of instrutions,optionally followed by a set of veri�ation questions in whih the possibleoutomes of the step are disussed. The various outomes of a stepan lead to di�erent branhes, either within the same task, or into anew (sub)task. Basi steps an also inlude animations or short videosequenes whih are to be displayed to the user, or various annotationsintrodued by previous maintainers whih are available upon request.A seondary, and less frequent lass of steps are notes, warnings andautions. These are also visually present, and an be read to the usereither at the system's own initiative or at the user's request (dependingon the severity of the situation). Overall, maintenane tasks �t well intothe AGENDA arhiteture, whih uses a dynamially modi�able treestruture to represent the user's task.Turns 11-26 in Figure 2 illustrate LARRI's behavior in guidane mode.However, the maintainer an also perform random aess to the dou-mentation/task, either by diretly aessing the GUI elements with the



6dial or by issuing a set of spoken language ommands suh as \goto step15", et.One a maintenane task has been ompleted, the system providesagain a brief summary of the ompleted ativity, updates the orrespond-ing information on the bak-end side, and moves to the next sheduledtask. Finally, upon ompletion of all the sheduled tasks, the user islogged out of the system and the session is onluded.2. LARRI: An arhitetural viewLARRI is implemented as a distributed lient-server arhiteture,shown in Figure 3. When tested in the �eld the system runs on three sep-arate omputers, one worn by the user and two stationary servers. Fordevelopment purposes, the system runs on a single desktop omputer.The wearable platform hosts lients for audio input and output, and thegraphial user interfae. Other omponents (i.e. speeh reognition, dia-log management, language generation and synthesis, task-spei� agents,et.) run on the server side. Communiation between omponents is a-omplished over an 802.11b link, using (TCP/IP) soket onnetions.

Figure 3. LARRI's Galaxy-based ArhitetureThe wearable omputer is worn in a belt that enables partiipantsto move the loation of the omputer to a omfortable area along theirtorso. It onsists of a Pentium 233 MMX proessor, with 64 MB RAM



LARRI: A Language-based Maintenane and Repair Assistant 7and a 680 MB hard drive, equivalent to an IBM ThinkPad 560X, butweighing 400 grams and measuring 26 x 80 x 120 mm. The head-worndisplay, developed at IBM's Watson Researh Center, has a small liquidrystal hip with an image transmitted by a prism and redireted to theuser's eye. With the magnifying optis ontained in this devie, it ap-pears to users that they are reading a full-sized desktop omputer sreenwith VGA resolution. LARRI uses a Gentex 100902 noise-aneling mi-rophone, whih is boom-mounted on a ranial [helmet℄ worn by themehani. The Gentex provides a high level of aousti noise anella-tion and allows the system to operate in the hangar environment (wherethe ambient noise is 85-95 dBA). Speeh is aquired using a Telex H-551USB digitizer and is sampled at 11.025 kHz and 16 bits.LARRI makes use of the Galaxy (Sene� et al., 1998) arhiteture.The system is omposed of a series of modules, implemented as parallelproesses (i.e. speeh reognition, understanding, synthesis, dialog man-agement, et.) that interat with eah other by passing messages througha entral programmable traÆ-router|the Galaxy hub (see Figure 3).Speeh reognition is performed via the SPHINX II (Huang et al.,1993) deoder, using semi-ontinuous HMMs. Aousti models weretrained using the WSJ0 orpus, and a lass-based, trigram languagemodel was onstruted and used for reognition. The urrent voab-ulary, overing the INS BIT Test proedure and general system om-mands, ontains 408 words. A semanti grammar was written for theINS BIT Test domain and is used by the Phoenix robust parser to reatea semanti representation of user input, whih is then forwarded to theDialog Manager. Similarly, the events from the graphial User Interfaeare semantiized, integrated with the spoken input and passed to theDialog Manager.The Dialog Management omponent is based on the AGENDA ar-hiteture (Xu and Rudniky, 2000), and makes use of 23 handlers tomanage task and disourse phenomena. On the bak-end side, the Dia-log Manager ommuniates with 4 separate domain agents that handleuser pro�les, the task library, and task instantiation and assignmentinformation.Currently, the maintenane tasks and proedures are desribed interms of a speial-purpose delarative language (TML, Task MarkupLanguage). This language is used both for de�ning task types (i.e. thestruture of ertain tasks, in terms of phases, steps, and the relation-ships between them), as well as task instanes, whih inlude additionalinformation pertaining to a spei� task instantiation (i.e. the omple-tion status of eah phase/step, how muh time eah step took, variousmaintainer annotations, et). The three task domain agents retrieve this



8representation from a database, and then provide it to the dialog man-ager whih uses it to onstrut the appropriate dialog handlers. The twoforms of representation an be seen to orrespond to the use of the datafor browsing and for guidane purposes. For illustrative purposes, weshow in Figure 4 an exerpt from an atual task instane, as representedby this formalism.fstep id 0003step gui id INS.1.5step name step type basi stepinstrutions On GND PWR ontrol panel assembly, set andhold 1 and 2 swithes to B on for 3 seondsestimated time 30default exeute pointer next stepoutomes array : 1f foutome nr 1outome gui id INS.1.5outome Swithes lath and remain on.exeute pointer yes next stepexeute pointer no task 00009result 1ggstart time 010912-20:13:10end time 010912-20:14:02ompleted 1gFigure 4. An exerpt from a task instane representation: the italiized materialshows the instane-spei� elements added to the basi type when it is instantiated forpurposes of guiding the user through a proedure. Note the use of an estimated timeparameter that allows the system to trigger reprompts at the appropriate time (whenin guidane mode).LARRI uses the ROSETTA natural language generation module, butonly in template-based mode, using both general prompts and promptsbased on material in the task representation (e.g., instrutions in Fig-ure 4). Synthesis is performed using a Festival-based unit-seletion syn-thesizer (Blak and Lenzo, 2000). A limited domain voie was reatedespeially for this task, with a fallbak on a diphone voie.



LARRI: A Language-based Maintenane and Repair Assistant 93. Experiments and Results3.1 Field evaluationTo better understand how the various elements of the system performunder realisti onditions, we evaluated LARRI on two separate oa-sions, one in July 2001 and one in Deember 2001. The evaluationstook plae at the Naval Strike Airraft Test Squadron, Pautuxent RiverNaval Air Station, Maryland, with the partiipation of AE (AviationEletrial) tehniians, all Navy personnel. The evaluation built on pre-vious work with a non-speeh version of the system (Siegel et al., 2000),thus task materials as well as a well-de�ned and tested experimental pro-tool were available and were inorporated into the urrent evaluation(with modi�ations to take into aount the use of a speeh system).The materials used were modeled on level 4/5 IETMs (Interative Ele-troni Tehnial Manuals) and the task used was the Inertial NavigationSystem (INS) Built In Test (BIT) for the F/A-18C/D �ghter plane. Weseleted this partiular task beause of the availability of appropriateIETM material and existing task analysis information. Sine this wasa heuristi evaluation of a proof-of-onept prototype our fous was onunderstanding the experiene of the mehanis. Thus eah mehani per-formed the task one and was then interviewed about their experiene.The testing proedure inluded a period of instrution, to familiarize themehani with the wearable equipment and with the harateristis ofthe speeh system, followed by atual performane of the task (whihtook plae in the okpit of an F/A-18C airraft). Five maintainers par-tiipated. Three of the �ve mehanis were able to omplete the taskbut gave the system divergent ratings, either very high or very low (arange of 1 to 4 on a 5-point sale). We attribute this outome to prob-lems in both interfae design and in operational diÆulties in the hangarenvironment, spei�ally the interation between the omputational re-quirements of the prototype and the diÆulty of operating a wirelessnetwork in an environment high in RF noise (involving unpreditableoutages in onnetivity). Nevertheless both �eld evaluations providedvaluable information that was used for system improvement.While users ommented favorably on the language-based interfae,analysis of the sessions and user omments identi�ed several issues.These inlude: better feedbak on system state; a more exible bal-ane between the spoken and graphial outputs and improvements tothe GUI design. In the next subsetion, we disuss these issues in moredetail, and present our urrent and future planned e�orts addressingthem.



103.2 Lessons learned and future plansDuring the �eld trials, several problems were aused by a lak ofproper feedbak on (speeh) system state. The user's fous is on thetask, but he requires lear yet unobtrusive indiation of whether speehinput is being proessed and understood orretly. Although the ini-tial design inluded a VU meter and status indiators (see Figure 1),the experiments revealed that a more omprehensive state feedbak isneeded, both at the signal level (line quality, signal integrity, lipping,et), and at the understanding level (reognition suess). A suess-ful feedbak system would both ommuniate that a problem exists andwould provide an intuitive guide to how it might be remedied.A seond important observation onerns reating an optimal bal-ane between spoken and graphial output. Sine a graphi display isavailable, the role of speeh output hanges orrespondingly: speehis no longer the prinipal medium for transmitting information to theuser. While one solution is to statially assign message types to out-put medium, we believe integration will be more valuable. The urrentsystem uses paraphrase and meta-omments to augment sreen-basedinformation.A related, task-level observation is that the most experiened main-tainers were atually slowed down by the system taking the time to gothrough the veri�ation questions for eah step. This underlined the im-portane of tailoring the system speeh output to the situation at hand,and to the user's level of expertise. Users familiar with the task will notneed to have it read to them step-by-step, while inexperiened mehan-is ould bene�t from this redundant presentation. As a �rst solutionto this issue, we added a "terse" vs. "verbose" mode for the system.Swithing between the modes is ahieved at the user's request, with theinitial settings (reeting the user's level of expertise) ontained in theuser pro�le. A more sophistiated model ould take into aount otherfators suh as the dynamis of the interation and the user's historywith the urrent task.Based on the feedbak and observations from the �eld trials, we havedesigned a new graphial user interfae, whih provides several improve-ments over the original one. Changes inlude: better system state feed-bak, popup help windows (i.e. on misunderstandings, a list of possibleommands aeptable to the system at that point an be popped up onthe sreen to prime the user), better distintion between steps and ver-i�ation questions, and in general a leaner design whih onveys morelearly the user's urrent position and fous in the task.



LARRI: A Language-based Maintenane and Repair Assistant 11From a pratial perspetive, a ritial issue enountered in the main-tenane domain is the problem of preparing soure materials for use ina language-based interfae. Doumentation for the F/A-18 system, onpaper, involves many thousands of pages of text, as well as diagramsand other graphial materials. Moreover, this doumentation is revisedon a regular basis. None of this material, understandably, is urrentlyprepared with a view to being aessible through a spoken-language in-terfae. The unresolved problem is how to automatially prepare suhmaterials for (intelligent) spoken-language based aess. This is not aproblem that is adequately addressed by urrent toolkit approahes tospoken language interfae development (whih at best simplify the pro-totyping of small losed-domain appliations) but one that neessarilyneeds to be addressed for large and onstantly mutating domains suhas airraft maintenane.Currently, we use a delarative language (TML, Task Markup Lan-guage) for maintenane tasks, from whih dialog handlers for the Agendadialog manager are generated dynamially, as needed. Nevertheless,both the semanti grammar for the Phoenix parser, and the system'sprompts overing the INS BIT Test had to be handrafted. Given thatIETMs for new systems are reated in XML form, we antiipate using anXSLT program to render the IETM into the orresponding TML; how-ever the proess needs to in addition automatially generate a grammarfor the parser as well as appropriate prompts for generation. To drive thereognition system we also need to generate a orresponding languagemodel and pronuniation ditionary. Our previous experiene with de-signing suh a proess (for a movie information servie that providedurrent information) indiates that a fully automati proess is diÆultto reate. Yet suh a proess would be essentially given the impra-tiality of manually reating and maintaining the requisite knowledgebase.4. ConlusionWe have desribed a language-based system for a omplex mainte-nane and repair domain. This domain di�ers signi�antly from servie-oriented domains suh as travel planning in several respets. First, thenature of the ativity violates ommon assumptions made in servies do-mains in that preision and ompletion are the primary goals, and simplespeed of exeution is less important. The riterion for suess is jointlydetermined by the system and the user rather than by the user only(who, for example, is the only judge of whether a partiular itineraryis satisfatory). The maintenane domain involves multiple ategories



12of interation suh as guidane and browsing, that imply di�erent rela-tionships with essentially the same domain information (thus task anddomain representations need to be expliitly di�erentiated, even whenthe domain information e�etively desribes a task). As well, users maybe engaged in several omparable maintenane ativities, meaning thatthe system needs to trak individual tasks and be able to manage theuser's hange of fous between them.Seond, the nature of the interfae is no longer uni-modal and thesystem must provide for both gestural input and graphi output. In ourpartiular domain, whih is hands-busy, manual input does not appearto be a major fator in the interfae. In partiular, voie provides amore appropriate and exible input for navigation, for data entry andfor information aess. Nevertheless in situations of exess noise, gesturebeomes the only viable input. On output, we have found, unsurpris-ingly, that speeh and graphi outputs need to be oordinated and thatare must be taken to avoid unneessary redundany between the twohannels. At the same time the user needs to be given ontrol over thedetails of how outputs are distributed over modalities. For example, inan eyes-busy situation a verbal rendering of sreen ontent is essentialbut annot be antiipated a priori.Finally, the maintenane and repair domain stresses the importaneof automating the assimilation of domain information into a form thatan be used by a language-based system. In many dialog systems thisknowledge is handrafted; this is possible beause the size or omplex-ity of the domain is manageable. We believe that e�etive interfaes tomaintenane doumentation require the extration of substantive stru-ture relevant to the tasks performed; the hallenge is to extrat thisinformation automatially without the aid of omplex world models.5. AknowledgementsThis researh was sponsored in part by the Spae and Naval WarfareSystems Center, San Diego, under Grant No. N66001-99-1-8905. Theontent of the information in this publiation does not neessarily re-et the position or the poliy of the US Government, and no oÆialendorsement should be inferred.We would like to thank the following individuals for their variousontributions to this work: Dik Martin, Jane Siegel, Brian Gollum, JakMo�at and Tom Hawley from the CMU Wearables Group; Rong Zhang,Alan Blak, Kevin Lenzo, Ananlada Chotimongkol, Tina Bennett, KayurPatel and Mike Seltzer from the Speeh Group.
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